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Abstract 
Let k be an odd integer /> 3, and G be a connected graph of odd order n with n/>4k - 3, 
and minimum degree at least k. In this paper it is proved that if for each pair of nonadjacent 
vertices u, v in G 
max{dG(u), d~(v)} >~n/2, 
then G has an almost k--factor F + and a matching M such that F -  and M are edge-disjoint 
and F -  +M is a connected [k,k + 1]-factor of G (an almost k±-factor F ± is a factor that every 
vertex has degree k except at most one with degree k 4- 1 ). 
As an immediate consequence, the result gives a solution to a problem of Kano on the 
existence of connected [k, k + 1 ]-factors 
The terminology used here is rather standard. All graphs under consideration are 
undirected, finite and simple. A graph G = (V,E) consists of  a non-empty set V(G) 
of vertices and a set E(G) of edges. Let xy denote the edge joining vertices x and y. 
I f  a graph H is a subgraph of G, we write H C_ G. Given disjoint subsets X and Y of 
V(G), we denote by G[X] the subgraph of  G induced by X, and write 
= V(G) - X, 
Ec(X, Y) = {xy E E(G) I x c X, y E Y}, 
eG(X, Y) ---- lEo(X, Y)I, 
De(X) = Eo(X,X). 
Sometimes x is used for a singleton {x} and co(H, Y) = eo(V(H), Y) for a subgraph 
H of  G - Y. Given a graph G = (V,E) and x E V(G), the set of  vertices adjacent o 
x is denoted by No(x), do(x) = [No(x)[ is said to be the degree of x and No[x] = 
No(x) U x. Let G be a graph and f an integer-valued function defined on V(G) such 
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that O<~f(v)<~dc(v). An [ f , f  + 1]-factor of G is defined as a spanning subgraph F
of G such that 
f <~dF(v)<~ f + 1 for all v C V(G), 
an [f,  f]-factor is abbreviated to an f-factor and an almost f±-factor is defined to 
be such a factor that every vertex has degree f except at most one with degree 
f + 1. Given an ordered pair (S, T) of disjoint subsets of V(G) and a component C
of G - S - T, we say that C is odd or even, with respect o (S, T, f ) ,  according to 
whether 
ea(C,T) + ~ f (v )  
vc v(c) 
is odd or even. A subset M of E(G) is called a matching if no two edges of M are 
adjacent in G. A graph is said to be connected if every pair of vertices are joined by 
a path otherwise disconnected. 
The following recent results on k-factors or connected [k, k + 1]-factors are known. 
A number of papers on this subject has appeared, see for example the references at 
the end of this paper. 
Theorem 1 
of order n 
k-factor if 
(Iida and Nishimura [4]). Let k be a positive integer, and G be a 9raph 
with n>>,4k - 5, kn even, and minimum degree at least k. Then G has a 
the deoree sum of each pair of nonadjacent vertices is at least n. 
Theorem 2 (Nishimura [9]). Let k >~3 be an integer and G = (V,E) be a connected 
graph of order n with n>~4k- 3, kn even, minimum degree at least k. I f  for each 
pair of nonadjacent vertices u, v of V(G) 
max{d6:(u), dG(v)} >>.n/2, 
then G has a k-factor. 
Theorem 3 (Kano [5]). Let k be a positive integer and G be a 9raph of order n 
such that n>~4k - 5, kn even, and minimum degree at least k. I f  for each pair of 
nonadjacent vertices u, v of G 
do(u) + do(v)>~n, 
then G has both a Hamiltonian cycle C and a k-factor F. Hence, G has a connected 
[k, k + 2]-factor C + F. 
Kano made the following: 
Conjecture 1 (Kano [5]). Under the same conditions of Theorem 3, G has a connected 
[k, k + 1 ]-factor. 
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And he also posed the following 
Problem 1 (Kano [5]). Find sufficient conditions for graphs to have connected 
[a,b]-factors from known results on Hamiltonian cycles or paths. 
Problem 2 (Kano [6]). Find sufficient conditions for a graph G to have a connected 
[k,k + 1J-factor. 
Extending Theorems 1-3, proving confirmatively the conjecture and giving solutions 
to the problems of Kano for kn being even, we proved the following: 
Theorem 4 (Cai [2]). Let k be an integer >~2 and G be a connected graph of order 
n. I f  G has a k-factor F and, moreover, among any three independent vertices of G 
there are (at least) two with degree sum at least n -  k, then G has a matching M 
such that M and F are edge-disjoint and M + F is a connected [k, k + 1]-factor of G. 
The present paper is a natural continuation of [2]. Its purpose is to extend 
Theorems 1-4, and give solutions to the problems of Kano for kn being odd. Our 
main result is the following: 
Theorem 5. Let k be an odd integer >~ 3, and G be a connected graph of odd order 
n with n>~4k- 3, and minimum degree at least k. I f  for each pair of nonadjacent 
vertices u, v in G 
max{de(u), dG(v)} >~n/2, (1) 
then G has an almost ki-factor F + and a matching M such that F -  and M are 
edge-disjoint and F -  + M is a connected [k,k + 1]-factor of G. 
Instead of proving Theorem 5, we prove the following theorem and Theorem 7. 
Theorem 6. Let k, n, and G be given as in Theorem 5. Then, for any vertex 
v* E V(G) with dc(v*)>>,n/2, G has an almost k+-factor F ± with dF±(V*) = k i 1. 
Proof. We shall prove only the existence of F +. The proof for F -  is very similar but 
much simpler. We write 
U={vEV(G) IdG(v)>~n/2 }, L=U.  [] 
Then it is easily seen that 
Assertion 1. G[L] is a complete subgraph, IUI >~n/2- 1, and moreover 
n+l  
do(v) >~ Vv E U. (2) 
2 
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Indeed, if uv f[ E(G), then by (1) either u or v would be in U. Assuming 
IUI < n/2 - 1, then do(x)>~n/2 for all x E L, a contradiction. And n being odd and 
de(v) an integer, (2) follows. 
Suppose the assertion of  the theorem were not true for some v* E U.  We define 
k if v E V(G)\v*, 
f (v ) :=  k+l  i fv=v* .  
Then by Tutte's f - factor theorem [10], there are disjoint subsets S and T of  V(G) 
satisfying 
I~>>. ~ f (v )  + ~ da-s(V) - ~ f (v )  + 2, (3) 
yES vET vET 
where/~ denotes the number of  odd components of H := G - S - T (odd with respect 
to (S,T,f)) .  
As G is connected, S U T ¢ 0. If V(H) ~ O, let C1, C2 . . . . .  C u be the components 
of  H,  labeled so their orders ml,m2 .. . . .  mu are nondecreasing. We choose S and T 
subject to (3) with S U T maximal. A similar argument used in [8,11] shows that for 
every v E V(H), 
dG_s(v)>>.f(v)+ 1 and ea(v,T)<<.f(v)- 1. (4) 
Hence, mi>~3 for i = 1,2 . . . . .  p. Put s = [S[, t = IT[. I f  V(H) ¢ O, then 
n - s  - t = IV(H)I >~31z, 
do(v)<~mi + s + t -  1 
Moreover, 
ml~< - -  
and 
m2 ~< 
n-s - t  
P 




n-s - t -3  
provided/~ >~2. (8) 
I f  T ¢ 0, we write 
61 := min{do_s(v) lv E T}, 
and let xl E T be a vertex with the smallest possible INr[Xl]l subject o dG-s(xl) = 61. 
Furthermore, if T\Nr[xl] ¢ ~, write 
62 := min{dG_s(V)]V E T\Nr[xl]}, 
and let x2 E T\Nr[xl] be a vertex with dc-s(v) = 62. Then clearly 61 ~<6z, and 
61+s if yET  anddG_s(y )=61,  
dc,(y)<~ (~2 -~ s if y E T\Nr[xl] and dG-s(y) = 62. (9) 
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We deduce from (3) that 
#>ks + (ill - k)lNT[Xl]l + (i2 - -  k)IT\NT[Xl]I + rl(v*), 
where 
(10) 
Assertion 2. If # > (n -  5)/4, then #<<.3 and s + t < (n + 15)/4. 
Now we claim that 
T#O. 
Indeed, if this were not so, then s~>l as S U T # 0. By (10), #j>ks + 2/>5, and by 
(11), #>_-ks + 2>~s + t>~(n + 15)/4, contradicting Assertion 2. 
In order to complete the proof we shall examine four different cases. 
Case 1: fl ~>k + 1. 
Then, by (10), #>>.ks+t+tl(V* ). Thus, #j>3 unless s = 0 and T = v*. Though s = 0 
and T = v*, by (3) we have #>f3, seeing de(v*) -  f (v* )>.k -  2~> 1. It follows from 
( 11 ) that s + t/> 6, implying # ~> s+ t >~ 6. By ( 11 ), p >/s + t >I (n + 15)/4, contradictory 
to Assertion 2. 
Case 2:0<~61 <~k and T = Nr[xl]. 
Then t<~& + 1, implying t<<.k unless 61 = k. Let us show 
n 
do(y) < ~ gy C T with dG-s(y) = il. (12) 
3 if v* ES, 
q(v*) = 1 if v* E T, 
2 otherwise. 
If #>~2, it follows easily from (1), (2), (6), (8) and the assumption of CI . . . . .  C u 
that 
n- (s+t ) -3  n+ 1 
+ (s + t) - l >>.m2 + (s + t) - 1>>. - - ,  
I~- I 2 
implying that 
n(#-  3) + 3(# + 1) 
s +t>>. 
2(# - 2) 
provided # ~> 3. By differentiation, the right-hand side above is a nondecreasing function 
of #. Thus, we have 
6 i f#=3,  
s+t>... (n + 15)/4 if/*~>4. (11) 
Hence one derives from (5) that 
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(61 -- k)t + 1 
(61 -k ) (k+ I )+  1 (as t~<k+l )  
(n+161)  +(61-k ) (k  + 
(n -1  k)  +1 
+7 
(as 3 <~k<~(n + 3)/4), 
4 
contradicting Assertion 2 since (n + 7)/4 >_-4. 
Now we claim that 
#>>.ks + (61 - k)t + 2. (13) 
Indeed, if v* ~ T, it comes from (10), and if v* E T, then by (12) dG-s(V*) > 61, 
implying (13) by (3). Thus by (9), 
t~>~ks + (61 - k )t + 2~>(k-  61)(k-  t) + 2~>2. (14) 
Furthermore,/~ ~> 3 if T n U ¢ 0. Indeed, let x c T n U. Then dc_s(X) - f (x )  >>. dG(x) - 
(k + 1) - s>>.(2k - 1) - (k + 1) - s~> 1 - s. It follows from (3) and (9) that 
# >~ ks+(61 -k ) ( t -  1 )+dG-s (x ) - - f (x )+2 
~>(k-  1 )s+(61-k ) ( t -1 )+ l+2 
>~ (k - 61)(k-  t) + 3 
/>3. 
Clearly, t + ml ~>k + 2 by (4). Seeing T = Nr[Xl] and 61 ~<k, we have 
V(C1 )\NG(Xl ) ¢ O. (15) 
So by taking y E V(C1)\NG(Xl) one deduces from (1) and (2) that 
n+l  
• (16)  rnl + s + t -  2>~da(y) >>- 2 
We distinguish two subcases according to # ~> 3 or ff = 2. 
Subcase 2.1: ~ >t 3. 
Then, by (7) and (16), (n - s - t)/3 + s + t - 2>~(n + 1)/2, implying that 
n+15 
s+t>~- -  (17) 
4 
that 
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It follows from (13) that 
#/>ks+(61-k ) t+2 
k(n + 15) 
>~ 4 +(6~-2k) t+2 (by (17)) 
k(n + 15) 
/> 4 + (6~ - 2k)(6~ + 1) + 2 
k(n + 15) 
>~ 4 k(k + 1)+2 
n+7 
~> ~ (as 3<~k<<.(n+3)/4), 
contradictory to (5). 
Subcase 2.2: ~ = 2. 
(as t<~61 + 1) 
Then T M U = 0 and equality holds everywhere in (14). Thus, G[T] is complete, 
s = k - f ib  and k = 61 or t. I f t  = k, then from t~<f l+ l~<k+l  one deduces 6j = k -1  
or k, yielding s = 1 or 0. Hence either 
(i) s= l ,  t=k ,  anddc_s (x )=k-1  for a l l xET ,  or 
(ii) s = 0 and dc,_s(x) = k for all x E T. 
Now it follows from (i) that ec(T,H) = 0, implying de(v)<~(n-s-t) /2+s-1 < n/2 
for all v E V(CI). Hence by (1), V(C1)C_N6(xl), contradicting (15). 
For (ii), by (16), m2 >~ml >~(n+5)/2-t. Obviously, at most one Ci satisfies V(Ci)n 
L ~ ~. If such a Ci exists, then by (1) xly E E(G) for each y E V(Ci) M L. Put 
f = IV(Ci)riLl. Then we have 
t(k - t + 1) -- ec(T,H) 
>~(mi- ( ) [~-~-(mz-1)  1 
i a)] 
>1 ml 2 ml + m2 2 
t .n+3 
= - - - 
=(n- t ) [~- -~- (n - t ) ]  
>~ (n - t) [n -~-----~3 - (n - t)] 
+ 2ml(n - t -  ml) 
+ (n - 5) (n---~ 5 t )  
- -  -- m2) (by(16)) 
(as (n + 5)/2 - t<~ml <~(n - t)/2), 
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implying that 
t (k  n+5)  3n-25  
2 ~>--T - ->° '  
a contradiction since k -  (n + 5)/2 < 0. 
Therefore, we may assume that 
T\NT[xI] • O. 
Putting p = INv[Xl][, then t>~p+ 1, 8 i f>p-  1. 
Case 3:0~<81 ~<k - 1 and T\NT[Xl] ~ O. 
Thus, s/> 1 and p ~< k. There are three subcases to consider according to 62 ~< k -  1, 
82=k or 82~>k+1. 
Subcase 3.1:81 <~62 <<.k - 1. 
Then it follows from (10) that 
p >~ ks + (81 - k )p+ (82 - k) ( t -  p) + 1 
= ks + (81 - 82)p+ t(82 - k) + 1 
~> ks+ (81 - 82)(81 + 1) + t(82 - k) + 1 
>>- ks (82 + 1) 2 
4 
(82 ÷ l) 2 
>_.ks 
4 
- -  +t(82-k )+ l  
- -  +(n -3p-s ) (82-k )+ l  
= (2k - 82)s - -  +(n -3p) (82-k )+ l  
(as p~<81 ÷ 1) 
(82 + 1)2 
) (62 + 1) 2 
~>(2k-62) n+l  62 
2 4 
÷(n -3#) (82-k )+ l  (by (9)) )3 
=3u(k -62)+k+62 + ~- -2k -  1 +~ 
T 
> 3p (since 52(n/2 + 362/4 - 2k) + 7/4 > 0), 
a contradiction. 
Subcase 3.2:82 = k. 
Then it follows from (10) that 
p >~ks +(81-k )p+ l 
>>-ks+(81-k ) (81+l )+ l  (as p-..<81+1) 
~>ks (k+l)--2 +1 
4 
(by (5)) 
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>~k(  n+12 k) 
3 
= k  - - -  
(k + 1)2 
4 
+ l (by (9)) 
3n - 21 
~> - -  (since 3<~k<<.(n+3)/4) 
2 
n 
~> ~ (as n~>9), 
contradicting (5) as s + t > 0. 
Subcase 3.3: 62>~k + 1. 
Then xl EL. For otherwise we would derive from (9) and (10) that 
# >~ ks + (~ - k)p + (g]2 - -  k)(t - p) + 1 
>~ ks + (61 - k)k + 2 
(n+l  k) k+2 
>~ 2 
n 
>~ ~ (since 3<~k<~(n+3)/4), 
a contradiction. 
If p<~k - 2, then by (9) and (10), 
# >/ (k -p -  1 )s+(61+s-k )p+(62+s-k )+ 1 
n+l  
~>s+- - -k+l  
2 
n+3 
>~s+- - ,  
4 
contradictory to Assertion 2 since s + (n + 3)/4>~ 1+ k~>4. 
So we may assume p>>.k- 1. Then obviously V(CI)\Nr(xl) ¢ ~ as 61 ~<k- 1. Now 
let us show # >/3. 
Indeed, if it were not so, then we would have 
p=k,  62- -k+ 1, c31 =k- l ,  s= l ,  t - -k+1,  
since s>~l,61>~p- 1 and #>7(k- p)s+(61 +s-k )p+(6 : -k ) ( t -  p )+ l. But 
k + 1 = 62>~(n + 1) /2 -  s = (n -  1)/2, implying n<<.2k + 3. Seeing n>~4k- 3, one 
gets k = 3 and n = 9. But by (5), n~>3/~ + s + t = 11, a contradiction. 
Therefore (17) holds. So #-..<(n- 5)/4 by Assertion 2. But 
# >~ks+(6~-k)p+(62-k ) ( t -  p)+ l 
n+l  
/>(k -  1 )s+(6a-k )p+- - -k+l  (by (9)) 
2 
n+l  
>~k(k- 1 )+6~[p- (k -  1) ] -kp+- - -k+l  
2 
(by (9)) 
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>~k(k-  1) + (p -  1 ) (p -  k+ 1) -  kp+ - -  - 
n + 1 
= (k -  p)2 + - -  - k 
2 
n+l  
~>- - -k  
2 
n -1  
/> T (as k<~(n+3)/4), 
a contradiction. 
Case 4:61 = k and T\NT[xl] # O. 
Then 
n+l  
k+l  (as 61>~p-1)  
# t> ks+(32 -k ) ( t -  p )+ 1 
>~ (k -  1)s+(62 +s-k )+ 1 
n+l  
i> - - -k+l  
2 
n+3 
~> - -  (as  k<.(n+3)/4), 
4 
contradictory to Assertion 2 since (n+3)/4/>4. The last inequality is derived as follows. 
Clearly, (n+3)/4 ~> k ~> 3. Thus by (11 ) and (5), n/> 3kt+s+t ~> 15, implying the required 
inequality. 
The proof of Theorem 6 is eventually completed. 
Theorem 7. Let k be an odd integer >~ 3 and G be a connected graph of odd order 
n ~>2k+ 1. I f  G has an almost k--factor F such that the vertex v* with dF(V*) = k -1  
has degree at least n/2, and, moreover, among any three independent vertices of G 
there are (at least) two with degree sum at least n - k, then G has a matching M* 
such that F and M* are edge-disjoint and F + M* is a connected [k,k + 1]-factor 
oft. 
Remark 1. The condition that degree sum at least n - k cannot be weakened any 
further. To see this, let n>>.3k + 3, nk be odd, and G :--K1 V (Kk t3Kk+l UKn-2k-2), 
where V and U denote join and disjoin union, respectively. Clearly, G has almost 
k--factors but no connected [k,k + 1]-factor. However, among any three independent 
vertices there are two with degree sum n-  k -  1. 
Proof. First let us show 
Asser t ion  3. G - F contains a matching M such that F + M is connected. 
We may assume that the F is disconnected for otherwise we are done by taking 
M = 0. Let C1,C2 . . . . .  Ct be the components o fF ,  t~>2. Obviously, IV(fi)[>~k + 1, 
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i = 1,2,..., t. To begin with, we take 
Mo=0 and W0={C1}. 
In a general step, we have found a matching Ms with s edges and Ws = 
{C1, C2,..., Cs+l} such that W~ +Ms is connected. Such structure is said to be tree-like. 
It is clear that 
• each edge of Ms connects two components of W~ and 
• Ms would form a subtree with s edges if each component C~ E Ws were contracted 
into a single vertex v(Ci). 
Write 
P = ~ +Ms, U = V(Ms), L : V(P)\U. 
We may assume s < t -  1 for otherwise there is nothing to prove and Ms is a required 
matching. It is clear that we may assume that there exists no edge uw E E(G) such 
that uEL and wE V(P) since otherwise Ms+l := Ms U {uw} and Ws+l := W~ U {Cr}, 
where w E V(Cr), form a tree-like structure. As G is connected, there exists an edge 
e E Da(V(P)), say e = az, connecting P with another component, say Cs+2 (renumber- 
ing if necessary). Suppose z E V(Cs+2) and a E V(P), implying a E U. We shall show 
that there exist three independent vertices, two in V(P) and one in V(Cs+2), such 
that the degree sum of each pair of them is less than n - k, contradicting the 
assumption of the theorem. 
It is easy to see that 
s~>l and ILl>~k211Ul+k+l.-- 
The former inequality derives from G being connected, and the latter from IUI = 2s 
and ILl + IUI = IV(e)l ~>(s + 1)(k + 1). Moreover, 
E6(v,L) = 0 VvE V(G+2). (18) 
Otherwise assuming e* E Ea(v,L), then Ms+l = Ms U {e*} is a required matching, 
a contradiction. 
Seeing azEE(G) and aE U, let abEMs, A and B denote the components of P-  ab 
such that A contains a and B contains b. By the tree-like structure of P, we can choose 
from W~ two components, ay Ci, Cj, satisfying 
• CiCA, CjCB, and 
• Iw(c , )nu I  = IV (C j )nu l  = 1. 
Choose xE V(G) \U  and yE V(Cj)\U. Then 
Ec({x, y}, v(P) )  = ~. 
Moreover, 
(19) 
Ec(x, V(B)\ U) = EG(y, V(A)\ U) = •. (20) 
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Indeed, if e E Ea(x, V(B)\U), then Ms+t = (M~\ab) U {za, e} would be a required 
matching as {ab, za, e} n F = 13, a contradiction. Similarly Ec(y, V(A)\U) = 13. So 
{x, y,z} is independent. 
Now we are going to show that the degree sum of each pair of {x,y,z} is less 
than n -  k. Put Mz = {uv EM~[{u,v} NNc(z) ¢ 0}. Clearly, ab E Mz. Let Xz 
and Y~ denote components of P-  Mz containing x and y, respectively. Obviously, 
GC_X~C_A, CjC_YzCB. 
Claim 1. ec ({z, x }, { u, v } ) ~< 3 Vuv E Ms. 
Suppose, contradictory to the assertion, that for some uvEM~ 
{xu, xv, zu, zv} C E(G). 
Let u and x are in different components of P - uv, then it is easily seen that Ms+ 1 = 
(Ms\uV) U {xu, zv} would be a required matching, a contradiction. 
Claim 2. NG(X) C V(X~) U U. 
By (19) and (20), we need only to show Ec(x, LN V(A)\V(X~)) = ~ since x E V(Xz) 
but x q~ N6(x). Assuming rxEEc(x,L M V(A)\V(Xz)). Then by the definition of X~ 
there is an edge uv E M~ on the paths joining r and x in A. By the definition of Mz, 
either zu or zvEE(G), say zuEE(G). It is easily seen that M~+I = (M~\uv)U {rx, zu} 
is a required matching, a contradiction. 
Let h = IMs n E(Xz)I. Then [Ms\E(Xz)[ = s -  h, Xz and P\V(Xz) contain h +1 and 
s - h components of W~, respectively. As each IC~l ~>k + 1, 
I V(e) \v(X~) l  
IMs\~(Xz)l = s - h~ 
k+l  
By the definition of X~, V(Xz) A V(Mz) ¢ 13. Thus, 
[Ndx) n V(Xz)\  V(Mz)l <lV(Xz)l  - 2. 
Hence, it follows from (18), Claims 1, 2 and the last two inequalities that 
cldx) + adz)  = [Ndx) n V(Xz)\V(Mz)I  
+lNc(z)  N V(P )I + ec( {x,z}, V(Ms\E(Xz )) ) 
~< I V(Xz)[ - 2 + IV(P)[ - 1 + 3[Ms\E(Xz)[ 
3 [ v (P ) \  V(Xz)l 
< IV(Xz)l + I v (P ) l -  3 + 
k+l  
k-2VB ~< Iv(O)l - 3 - U~ I ( )1 
<~n-k -1 .  (21) 
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Similarly, one can prove 
d~(y)  + dc(z )<.n  - k - 1. (22) 
Now let us turn to show 
dG(x) + dc(y)<~n - k - 1. (23) 
For this purpose we first show 
Claim 3. eG({x,y},{u,v})<.3 VuvEM~. 
Indeed, suppose for some uv E Ms 
{xu,xv, yu, yv} C E(G). 
I f  uv = ab, then Ms+l = (M,\ab) U {xb, za} would be a required matching as {ab, xb, 
za} C~F = 13, a contradiction. Assuming uvEE(A), u and x are in different components 
of A - uv, then it is easily seen that Ms+l ----- (M~\{ab, uv}) U {xu, yv, za} would be 
a required matching, a contradiction. Similarly, assuming uv E E(B), u and y are in 
different components of B - uv, then Ms+l = (M~,\{ab, uv} ) U {xv, yu,za} would be a 
required matching, a contradiction. 
Put Mxy = {uv EM~ l ec({x, y}, {u, v}) = 3}. Let X~ (resp. Y~) denote the component 
of P -  M~y containing x (resp. y), and 
Mc = Dp(V(Xc)) U Dp(V(Yc)). 
Then Xc and Yc are either identical or disjoint, but not both. It is clear that Mc C_ Mzy 
and 
Claim 4. eG({x,y},{u,v))<.2 VuvEMs M (E(Xc)UE(Yc)). 
Now let us show 
Claim 5. Ec( r ,{x ,y}) :  13 VrEL\(V(Xc)U V(Y~)). 
Indeed, assuming that rx E E(G),  then by (20) r E V(A), ry ~ E(G). As r 
L\(V(Xc) U V(Y¢)) and P is connected, there is (at least) one edge uv E Mc on the 
paths connecting r and x in P. Obviously, uv EE(A). By the definition of Mc, either 
uy or vyEE(G), say uyEE(G). Then Ms+l = (Ms\{ab, uv})U {az, rx, uy} would be 
a required matching, a contradiction. Similarly, one can show ry ~ E(G). Thus, the 
claim is true. 
We write p = ]MsAE(Xc)J, q = ]MsNE(Yc)[. Then Xc and Yc contain p+ 1 and 
q + 1 components of W~, respectively. Now to complete the proof we shall examine 
two different cases according to whether Xc and Yc are identical or disjoint. 
Case 1: X~ and Y~ are disjoint. 
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So ]M~\(E(Xc)UE(Y¢))I = s-(p+q), and P-(V(Xc)UV(Yc)) contains - (p+q) - I  
components of Ws. 
A similar argument used in the proof of (21) shows that 
IMs\(E(X¢) u E(Y¢))I = s - (p + q) 
IV(P)\(v(xo) u v(~o))[ 
~<1+ 
k+l  
e6({x,y},L)<~ IL n (V(Xc) u V(Y¢))I - 2, 
e6({x, y}, U)<~21Ms O(E(Xc) U E(Yc)I + 3IMs\(E(Xc) U E(Yc))[. 
As 0 ¢Dp(V(Xc))C_Mc, 
IL n V(X¢)l + 2lgs n E(Xc)[ ~< [V(X¢)I - 1. 
Similarly, 
IL n z(r¢)l + 2]Ms n E(Y~)I ~< IV(YOI - 1. 
we  have 
riG(X) + de(y) <~ IL n (V(X~) U V(Y~))I - 2 + 21M~ N (E(Xc) U E(Yc))I 
+ 31M~\(E(X¢) U E(Y¢))I 
.%< ]V(Xe)l + IV(Yc) l -4  
+3(  I + 'V(P)\(V(X¢)U + I 
~< Iv(P)[ - 1 - ~-~-I  v(e)N(V(Xc) u v(Y¢))l 
~< Iv (P ) I -  1 
<<.n-k-2.  
Therefore in this case (23) holds. 
Case 2: Are and Yc are identical. 
Then IM~\E(Xc)I = s -  p, and P\V(X~) contains -p  components of W~. Similarly, 
we have 
dG(x) + d6(y) <~ [L O V(Xc)[ - 1 + 2[Ms N E(Xc)[ + 3[Ms\E(XOI 
3[ v(P)\v(xoI 
<~ IW(Xo)1- 2 + k+l  
<~ Iv (e ) l  - 2 - k + Iv (e ) \v (xo I  
~< IV(P ) l  - 2 
<~n-k -3 .  
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Hence (23) holds. We are ready to deduce our final contradiction. By (21)-(23), three 
independent vertices x, y and z have the property that the degree sum of each pair of 
them is less than n -  k, a contradiction. Assertion 3 is true. 
Therefore G - F has a matching M with F + M being connected. If  v* E V(M), 
then M is a required matching since F + M is a connected [k, k + 1]-factor. So suppose 
v* f~ V(M). Since F has t components, each has at least k + 1 vertices, and both n 
and k are odd, we obtain t ~< (n - 1)/(k ÷ 1). By the tree-like structure of F + M, 
[M I=t -  l~<(n-1) / (k+l ) - l .  
If ec(v*, V(M))>~t, then there exists xy E M such that v*x,v*y E E(G)\M and 
Fn{v*x,v*y} ~< 1. It follows easily that either (M\{xy})U{v*x} or (M\{xy})U{v*y) 
is a required matching. And if ec(v*, V(M))<<.t- 1, then we have 
1) dF(v*) + e6(v*, V(M)) <~ k - 1 + ~ 1 
n -1  
< - -  (since 3<~k<~(n- 1)/2). 
2 
On the other hand, dc,(v*)>_.n/2 implies that 
DG(V*)\(F U EG(V*, V(M) ) ) ¢ O. 
By taking e* EDG(v*)\(F U Ec(v*, V(M))), then one easily sees that M* = M U e* 
is a required matching. Theorem 7 is proved. 
Combining Theorems 2, 4 and 5, we obtain the following: 
Theorem 8. Let k be an &teoer >~ 3, and G be a connected 9raph of order n with 
n>>.4k- 3, and minimum degree at least k. I f  for each pair of nonadjacent vertices 
u, v in G 
max{dG(u), d~(v)} >~ n/Z, 
then G has an almost k--factor F and a matchin9 M such that F and M are edge- 
disjoint and F + M is a connected [k,k + 1J-factor of G. 
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